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Introduction

Thank you for purchasing my ebook. This ebook is about cracking accounts 
using a cracking tool named “Sentry MBA”. 

Sentry MBA is a powerful cracking tool, it supports custom made configs 
and OCR. You can run up to 250 “bots” at the same time, if you have a bad 
computer and a bad connection, I suggest keeping these “bots” at around 
50, you have to find out this yourself.

This method includes all the resources to start cracking, from setting up 
Sentry MBA to getting proxy list and combo lists.
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Quick guide to Sentry MBA
To start cracking accounts, you have to download Sentry MBA.  

You can download Sentry MBA from the link below: 

http://ge.tt/8MJFZSt/v/0?c

Virustotal link (false positive):

https://www.virustotal.com/en/file/273656004e557b0991885d4cff58507c590c3d6f5ed24e315ad
d22453e6cf4ab/analysis/1380566724/

After downloading Sentry MBA it's time to get known with the program and it's options. 

The main screen of Sentry MBA looks like this. 

On the left side there are several tabs that we are going to take a look at right now.
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In the "Settings –> General" tab you can load, save and edit the basic settings of a config. The 
HTTP Header tab is the actual config and we will take a look into this later in this ebook.
 

In the "Settings -> Proxy Settings" tab you can change proxy settings as the name suggests. You 
can tell Sentry when the configs has to be re-used for example. Most of the times this is good as 
it is.
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The "Settings -> Fake Settings" tab is a tab where you can change things like validation and 
redirect settings of the config. You can for example tell the config to follow a redirect or enable
AfterFingerPrint.

The last tab in the Settings menu is the “Keywords” tab. This is really important because this will
tell you if a combo is working or not. If Sentry MBA finds the Failure key, this means that the 
combo is wrong / not working, if it finds a success key it will count as a hit (working combo)
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The next menu is the “Lists”. You can import your proxy list and combo list in the following 
tabs. 

In the proxylist tab you can import your proxies. I don’t really have to say anything about this, 
do I? It's pretty self explanatory. 

In the “Word list” tab you can import your combo list for cracking. Combo lists are added in the 
"Wordlist" box. 
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In the history menu you can see accounts that you have cracked before, you can also check them 
again by clicking the tiny “lightning” button just next to the “Lists” tab.

The tools menu is not import for now and we will skip this.
The next and last menu we are going to look at is the "Progression" menu. You can see your
progression when you are cracking accounts, which is quite useful. 

After taking a look at all the menu's and tabs it time to get some configs and proxies. 
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Configs & Proxies
To get configs you can take a look at some cracking forums and google. They provide a 
ton of working configs. I might bring out an update about making your own config later. 

Here are some useful links with some configs. 
http://crackingcore.com/
http://crackingforum.com/

Here's a small collection of old configs (These may not work)
http://ge.tt/3ZcPgSt/v/0?c 

You can always PM me and I will see if I can make a config for you!

Getting proxies is pretty easy but requires a little bit of work. 
Go to http://www.proxyfire.net/forum/forumdisplay.php?f=14 or 
http://www.hackforums.net/forumdisplay.php?fid=91 and copy a couple of lists into a .txt 
document.

After that download and run Proxyfire. 
http://www.proxyfire.net/proxyfire.v1.24.zip

Click import in the left bottom corner, open the proxy list that you just saved to notepad 
and press “Go”. When that is done, right click in the proxy tabs and press export to save 
them.

Note: After the proxies have been used some times in Sentry, they will most likely get 
banned by the site. Proxies also die every day, so be sure to get a new list every now and 
then. 
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Combo's
Combo's or combo lists is the heart of cracking. A combo list is found / made in the 
following formats:  “username:password”, “email:password” and 
“username:password:email / email:username:password”.
 
Sentry will check every user:pass or email:pass on the website in your config.

The best way to get good HQ combo's is to use a database of any site. I will not explain 
how this is done because there are enough tutorials on internet/HF. 

Another way to get combo's (not as HQ as private ones) is to either go to a cracking 
forum and get some combo's or leech them yourself.  
Cracking forums: 
http://crackingcore.com/
http://crackingforum.com/

Leeching combo's is not hard but requires some time to actually gather a good 
amount of combo's. We will use EZLeecher to leech combo's. 

The program can be downloaded right here:
http://ge.tt/3Xk9EWt/v/0?c 

Virus scan (False positives) If you dont trust me on this one, just download it from 
somewhere else.
https://www.virustotal.com/en/file/e36fb0fbbef6cc338476b501ca765cc85ef3a64fb7ed
4d41228307dcbe8f3862/analysis/1380654510/

The program is pretty straight forward and requires almost no set up. (You can edit the 
settings to get different combo's aswell.)

This is EZLeecher, you can change settings like the search interval and the date settings 
on the main screen. On the leecher settings screen you can change the time out and the 
minimum and maximum page size of a page to leech from. 
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The theme settings can be skipped for now but I might bring out an update later.
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The leecher tab is the most important tab for now. 
You can start leeching combo's by pressing the “Start leeching” button on the left. 
When you've got a good amount of combo's you can export them using the “export 
items” menu on the top of the screen.
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Start cracking your first accounts!

When you made it to this part of the ebook you should have a combo list, proxy list, 
config's and basic Sentry MBA knowledge. 

To start cracking you have to import you desired config, a combo list and a proxy list. 
To do this open Sentry MBA and go to the Settings tab to import your config file. 
Use the “Load Settings from Snap Shot” button to import your config. 
A config is sometimes referred as a  “Snap shot”.
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Now we are going to import the proxies and the combo list. Go to the lists menu and 
click on the proxylist tab. Click on the little folder icon and then click on “Load 
proxies from file” to load your proxylist.

Now we are going to import the combolist. Go to the wordlist tab and it's actually the 
same as above. Click on the folder icon, locate your combo list and open it. 
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You are now ready to crack if you have your config, proxies and combo list loaded. 
I will take Netflix for example and I will show you how it looks like when you cracked an 
account. 

Here is the progression tab. You can see the cracked accounts in the green box below or 
you can go to the history tab after the cracking is done. 

This little menu is basically the same as the “Progression” tab. The “Hits” are the 
working accounts that Sentry has cracked. The Performance and the Proxies tab is 
pretty much self explanatory. 

The Codes “tab” are errors that occurred during the cracking progress. I wont go deeper 
into this, but if you want, just go on and google the errors. (This is mostly proxy and site 
errors)
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Once again, thanks for purchasing my ebook. If you have any questions or need help 
setting Sentry up feel free to ask me. 

Credits to me (Fluxify) for creating this ebook. 
Werto for helping me out proof reading and adding some more information. ;)
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